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Competition Boxing Ring
Model: TQ1251
Specifications: 7800mm×7800mm×1000mm

Material: PU, PVC warp knitted fabric, sponge, canvas, high-load bearing sponge, XPE, high-
quality carbon structural steel, birch multi-layer board, etc.
Features: Certified by AIBA, the overall performance is stable and reliable. It adopts high-quality 
metal rectangular tube frame structure, with multi-layer board, flexible layer, cover sheet. Won 
the praise of professional athletes in many competitions.
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Competition Boxing 
Head guard
Model: TSA1001
Specification: S/M/L/XL

Material: The surface layer is selected first layer of cowhide, the inner stuffer 
is made of latex, EVA, sponge, etc;
Features: The selected first layer of cowhide is delicate; comfortable, light, 
strong protective performance; breathable design, the top of the helmet can 
be adjusted to make wearing comfortable; super strong Velcro, the number of 
times of bonding can be more than 5000, more durable, more solid bonding; 
the thickening treatment of the back part can provide the most professional 
protection.
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Boxing Uniform

Model: TSA2008
Specification: S/M/L/XL/2XL/3XL/4XL

Material: Knitted fabric
Features: The cutting structure of the clothing is scientifically designed, the 
knitted fabric is moisture absorbing and sweat wicking, and the air 
permeability is good. The texture of the material is upgraded to make it more 
comfortable to wear, and the movement is unimpeded; the men's and 
women's styles are designed differently.



Competition Boxing Gloves (leather) 
Model: TSA1002-02 10oz     
            TSA1002-03 12oz
Specification: S/M/L/XL

Material: The surface layer is selected first layer of cowhide, the inner stuffer 
is made of latex, EVA, sponge, etc;

Boxing Shoes 
Model: TSA2016
Size: 36#-45#

Features: Comprehensive sports experience upgrading; the vamp adopts flyknit and fusing technology to make the vamp more 
integrated and enhance the comfort of wearing and breath-ability; the lace binding system adopts flying wire technology to make 
the vamp more fit the foot surface and reduce the energy loss caused by frequent movement of the foot in the shoe; the insole 
and interior adopt nano odor proof and waterproof technology to keep the inside of the shoe long time dry; the sole rubber 
adopts the anti-skid formula of wrestling shoes, the grip is greatly enhanced; the appearance is updated.
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Hand-wrap
Model: TQW0183.01-01
Length: 2500-4500mm, Width: 57mm 

Material: Pure cotton
Features: Made of pure cotton, good air 
permeability, soft and comfortable, with 
convenient nylon self-adhesive design, it can 
effectively avoid injury during fight sports and 
training, and make athletes perform better.

Tape
Model: LQ36
Color: White

Size: 1.25cm x 13m, 2.5cm x 13m
Made of high quality super sticky adhesive material.

Gauze
Model: TQW0184.01
Size: 5cm x 10m, 5cm x 15m

Made from 100% Cotton yarn, soft and comfortable mesh gauze keep 
the knuckle area protected from any shock when punching.


